Statement of Purpose

My name is Student Name. I have completed diploma Engineering
information Technology in 2018 and I got 6.58 CGPA. After I have
completed my bachelor of Technology (Information technology) in
2020 and I got 6.82 CGPA. Having dream of acquiring the higher
studies from international university I had decided to pursue my
higher studies from UK. From the starting, I have interested in
management, design, development, so that is the reason I want to
pursue my further education in Msc Information System at Kingston
University. Therefore, an international System course would be the
right pick for me, based on my academic background.
This course is designed for those who are looking to sharpen their
skills and extend their knowledge in the field of management and IT.
Additionally this course teaches how information is used within
organizations, which use it, and many others. Also, I saw on Google
that the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the job outlook
for MIS degrees is growing at a rate of 11%, much faster than the
average. Master degree in Information System will takes my career
graph upwards and I will be able to become System Analysts,
Network administration, computer programmer in many IT companies
such as Infosys, Teach Mahindra, HCL, Mphasis and many other,
where I will use my computing skills. With this course, I would be able
to acquire good communication of complex ideas, analytical skill,

technical skill, management and leadership skill, and etc, which are all
required in IT industry. Also, Modules such as data management and
governance, E-business strategy and implementation, modeling
enterprise architecture and others which will give huge knowledge in
information technological world.
Kingston university tutors personally keep attention on the students.
Kingston University helps student with every aspect of establishing
the career like job research, mock interview, personality development
and boosting the profile. The modern campus and the latest
amenities with the up-to-date library will make my stay worthwhile.
The student support facilities are also very impressive. The high
quality of teaching is one of biggest reasons students come
to Kingston University. This is a fantastic opportunity to see the world,
make friends and experience new cultures, while I develop my
international knowledge and skills. The University focuses on the allround grooming of the students through academic knowledge and
extra-curricular activities.
UK has wide scope of Universities providing varieties of course to the
students in limited timeframe. The norm of education is high as
compare to India which further turns into an extension of landing
position in notable organizations back home. UK is the most
preferred nation for further studies and employment opportunities.
Hence after an optimum research, I felt United Kingdom as the most
ideal alternative for my advanced education and accurate as far as
span obviously, climatic appropriateness and furthermore conservative

as compared to different nations. Indeed, even wrongdoing and
political turmoil is uncommon in United Kingdom.
The knowledge acquired in Msc information System will develop my
competitive technological abilities at global level which will open my
doors for further when I will plan to return to my native country for
employment. India, being a rapidly developing economy demands
well experienced IT professionals where I can work with various
companies such as Infosys, Teach Mahindra, HCL, Mphasis, Wipro,
HData Systems and many others.
This master degree in MSc information System will allow me to
achieve my career goals. Hence gaining Masters Qualification in
Information System program adds to my career achievements in IT. I
look forward to your consideration of my application and I will surely
justify my selection with best of my abilities.
Warm Regards,

Student Name

